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“The California Endowment’s mission is to expand access to affordable, quality health care for underserved individuals and communities and to promote fundamental improvements in the health status of all Californians.”
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Social-movement leaders and organizations across the state increasingly realize that they are part of an interwoven ecosystem for making change – rather than a series of single issues or separate campaigns – and are acting on this realization by working in coordination like never before.
Power Building Strategy

Achieving large-scale change requires capacities to build power at multiple inter-related and inter-dependent levels:

- **Individual**: Leadership skills and roles among grassroots communities
- **Organization**: Knowledge, tools, and experiences to achieve change
- **Collaborations**: Strong relationships that pivot to new issues
- **Movement**: Broad frame that inspires mass-based action
What is Integrated Voter Engagement

California’s community organizers are innovating models of building power, scaling impact, and making change – and these models seem to be working, particularly with regard to Integrated Voter Engagement (IVE).
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